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Details of Visit:

Author: Fio Libertine
Location 2: Tolworth
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 1 Apr 2009 18:45
Duration of Visit: 60
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Young Sexy Delights
Phone: 07966179251

The Premises:

On a strip parallel to the A3 leading to Tolworth Broadway. Had moved in the previous day from
Surbiton. Area ok no safety issues of note besides if you own a dog.

The Lady:

Official statement; Gender: Female; Orientation: Bi-sexual; Nationality: Russian; Age:21. First one
correct, second unconfirmed, third a lie by a handful or more and lastly Latvian not Russian.

Pictures portray a tall, redhead size 8 but she is short, brunette size 14.

The Story:

Telephoned the agency a hour before the appointment to say I would have to reschedule for an
hour later (17:00 to 18:00.)

17:35 one of two women asked me if I had seen their Yorkshire terrier that had gone missing (I had
not) and then they confirmed that I was on the right road.

From 17:30 to 18:40 phoned numerous times left a voicemail and a message inquiring about the
street number, just as about to enter the railway station agency phoned back with the number 'I
thought I had sent it.'

Jezabel and her stable mate (Polish) blonde attractive (ish) and size 8 who was not to be seen
again ( thought about saying can I see her instead,) had returned from looking for Rupert.

Massages are usually abysmal but her technique and finger tip stroking was good.

The 3 day old beard that I had shaved hours before manifested itself again on the lower rung of her
two piece black and white.

She started of congenial but that was short lived as 20 minutes in I had still not.

Rotation of 180%, and yet again jesus christ on a boat!
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Asked and was told the maximum pop limit is one.

Hand relief, breast relief (my first time she has a B/C cup.)

She checked her white duvet for ricocheted traces of the article I spotted it but alas no that was
some other blokes white crusty on her black pillow.

She has worked in a parlour and she has still the same mentality and working furniture of a parlour
punt.

Available on the not infrequent aw no.

Jezabel, in myth Jehu ordered Jezebel?s eunuchs to tossed her out of a window. After which she
was eaten by dogs in the street only her skull, feet and hands remained.

The revenge of the Underground man is truly only a liberty.

'There is no more lively sensation than that of pain; its impressions are certain and dependable,
they never deceive as may those of the pleasure women perpetually feign and almost never
experience.'

Donatien Alphonse Fran?ois de Sade
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